For Small and Medium-Size Businesses (SMB)
Utilize the print management tools used by big businesses

Software
Solutions

Understand detailed usage information to help reduce costs
Control device access and bolster document security
Offer mobile printing, rich with security capabilities

uniFLOW for SMB

Optimize your print environment
like global industry leaders

Gain control, help save money
Printing is a vital function in every business enterprise. But,
as you know, printing costs—B/W and color ink and toner,
paper, power, upkeep, and more—can be a major operating
expense, often outside your control. Even more costly can
be the wasted employee time related to printing issues.
Whether it's users fruitlessly attempting to send to out-oforder devices or printing an excessive number of pages for
personal use, uniFLOW for SMB can help you optimize and
recapture those expensive drains on your organization's
time and resources.

Many of the world's largest companies use uniFLOW to
optimize their printing environment across their entire global
enterprise, reducing costs, enhancing security, and increasing
the productivity of their employees. With uniFLOW for SMB,
small and medium-size businesses can benefit from much of
this same functionality and enjoy an investment geared to
their budgets, with licenses scaled to the specific number
of devices used.

Providing the insights to manage effectively
With more than 65 different graphics-rich usage reports, the powerful accounting and reporting features of uniFLOW for SMB let you
track activity and see precisely where your printing budget is being spent—by application, device, department, individual, function, or
in any way you specify. These reports can be generated on demand or on any schedule you prefer, and data is tracked over time so you
can monitor performance.
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Powerful tools at your fingertips
uniFLOW for SMB gives you the flexibility and power to control the printing that goes on in your organization, optimizing costs and
bolstering productivity. For example, you can control who has access to costly functionality, such as color printing and premium finishing
options; force double-sided printing for all routine documents; automatically route high-volume jobs to more cost-effective, high-volume
devices; set a maximum weekly or monthly usage; and even charge all, or excessive, usage back to particular internal groups. You can
also assign usage to particular projects and accurately bill clients, reclaiming "overhead" costs.
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uniFLOW for SMB

Gain a new level of document security
With uniFLOW for SMB, users go right to the printer to release
their jobs on demand, using a convenient PIN, password, or badge
swipe. This feature instantly heightens the security of your office,
since there will no longer be sensitive documents (salary and
financial information, confidential correspondence, business
proposals or anything else) left sitting in trays, where they can be
seen or taken by others. In addition, all printer traffic on the
network is automatically encrypted for additional protection.

Reduce wasted paper and ink
The print on demand features of uniFLOW for SMB provide time and cost benefits, too. For example, if no one comes to release
the job, it's never printed out, thereby decreasing the ink and paper waste that drives up printing costs. This feature helps you meet
sustainability goals as well. Similarly, users can "tweak" settings at the device at the last minute before they release the job to print,
helping avoid printing a document that they cannot use.

"Can I print from my smartphone?"
Now you can say "yes" to visiting salespeople, clients, customers, business partners, executives, or other important guests. With
uniFLOW for SMB, you can provide easy access to the specific print features and devices that you see fit, to the limitations you see fit,
through a smartphone or tablet—and the security and tracking capabilities are the same as for internal users. Users can even print from
Google Cloud Print. A wide variety of attachment types are supported, and the appropriate apps are free, fast, and easy to download.
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Delivering big business benefits at a flexible SMB cost
uniFLOW for SMB is a simple, prepackaged version of uniFLOW, leveling the playing field and giving nearly any small or mediumsize business affordable access to many of the "big business" features of this industry-leading software. And, as your business grows,
uniFLOW for SMB can grow with you and even allow you to upgrade to the full uniFLOW package when it makes sense for you to
do so. You can also add the companion product, uniFLOW Capture, and use this integrated platform to optimize your scanning
environment as well as your printing environment, just like the largest companies do. uniFLOW for SMB and uniFLOW Capture are
affordable, prepackaged versions of uniFLOW, making them powerful tools to help small and medium-size businesses succeed.

Functionality
Upgrade to Full Package ...

Start With ...

Includes Secure Printing
with Accounting
and Reporting

Add ...

+

Includes Scanning
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Available Options:
• Scanning
• Secure Printing
• Accounting and
Reporting
• Print Room
Integration
• Job Routing
• Device
Management
• Multivendor Fleet
Support

